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Circuits and Master-blabbers
Just like current runs through the electrical circuits in your home or office so too does positive
and negative buzz or word-of-mouth travel through your business and social circles. Some
circuitries are merely groups of normal every-day folks who have a circle of friends and acquaintances that pass information about products or services among themselves. Usually there will
be a core or network hub. Someone who loves to yak up the good or bad news sometimes they
are called “lead users” or “influencers” and these folks are “casual blabbers”.
Other networks are groups of industry leaders, scientists or high tech gurus and they are
considered “master blabbers”. Often the “master blabber” is listened to because of the expert
knowledge that he or she has and there opinion is deemed to be a connoisseur on the subject
matter.
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Listen how marketers and word-of-mouth interact, both positive and negatively. When a product
or service is well recognized and sales are robust, as a marketing specialist you may think that
your advertising and marketing activity has advanced the product or service forward. Perhaps
there is a fragment of truth to this but it is more probable to explain that you kindled interest with
your marketing efforts and word-of-mouth about your product touched off the success.
Suppose your product or service enjoys success through its merits and positive word-of-mouth
then it theoretically lends that your marketing efforts should magnify this hike through your
advertising programs. Testimonials and endorsements would be effectively used then to pass
the “good word” through your ads as underpinning. This is a bit of a paradigm shift from traditional thinking in the marketing sector; however reality implies that it is the word-of-mouth in
combination with a your marketing that actually drives the success in the end.
If you were to think of the word-of –mouth phenomenon from neutral position on an axis, there
are a lot of users that buy product or services and say nothing good, crappy, useful or otherwise
then you’re getting no buzz. Truth is, most products or services fall into that category. However
there will be wide swings of opinion both directions on the axis from zero.
Lets say your product earns a terrible reputation; you’re left with the option of pulling the product or service or beating the “dead horse” so to speak; Between those that go out of their way
to condemn your product and those that love it there are plenty of opinions. Some users will rant
or rave as the case may be about you but many will say nothing unless asked. Being a "blabber"
myself, I have a tendency to go out of my way to tell everyone friend or otherwise about my
feelings on a particular product or service. I’m sure I'll be featured on Letterman's Small Town
News segment one day for being pitched out of Costco for sending someone to Best Buy for a
better deal or product.
What a marketer wouldn’t do to have me raving and blabbing about the up side of their product
or service, or going out of my way to convince others to buy or use it?
It can however become a double-edged sword if not managed properly. Here’s the theory; a
product has an image (initiated by the blabbers) from that image there is perception and expectations of the product and at this stage it is necessary for the marketer to manage those expectations. The real danger is when it comes to the next stage, that of “experiential” once your
product or service has reached positive pandemic proportions should you not be able to
manage the expectation levels of the raving fan club your finished.
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